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ABSTRACT
Natural short term fluctuations in the load of transactional data systems present an opportunity for power savings. For example, a system handling 1000 requests per second on average can expect more than 1000 requests in some seconds, fewer in others. By quickly adjusting processing capacity to match such fluctuations, power consumption can be reduced. Many systems do this already, using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to reduce processor performance and power consumption when the load is low. DVFS is typically controlled by frequency governors in the operating system, or by the processor itself. In this paper, we show that transactional database systems can manage DVFS more effectively than the underlying operating system. This is because the database system has more information about the workload, and more control over that workload, than is available to the operating system. We present a technique called POLARIS for reducing the power consumption of transactional database systems. POLARIS directly manages processor DVFS and controls database transaction scheduling. Its goal is to minimize power consumption while ensuring the transactions are completed within a specified latency target. POLARIS is workload-aware, and can accommodate concurrent workloads with different characteristics and latency budgets. We show that POLARIS can simultaneously reduce power consumption and reduce missed latency targets, relative to operating-system-based DVFS governors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Servers do not always run at maximum capacity, because workloads fluctuate and can be bursty [13, 15, 20]. Thus, when load is not at its peak, server resources are underutilized [11, 29]. Workload fluctuations occur on many time scales. They may exhibit regular seasonal, weekly, or diurnal patterns. Workloads can also fluctuate on timescales of hours or minutes, perhaps due to external events, news cycles, social effects, and other factors. A variety of techniques have been proposed for improving the power proportionality of servers, or clusters of servers, in the face of such fluctuations. We review some of these techniques in Section 7.

Server loads also fluctuate at shorter, such as second or subsecond, scales. These fluctuations are caused by natural variations in the arrival rates of work, as well as variations in the service times of individual requests. Thus, a system that is handling on average 1000 requests per second may see only 500 requests in some seconds, and 1500 requests in other seconds. These short term fluctuations present an opportunity for reducing server power consumption by quickly adjusting the capacity (and power consumption) of the server to match these fluctuations. This is the opportunity we seek to exploit in this paper. Techniques designed to address longer-term workload fluctuations are generally unable to respond to such short term changes. This is because they rely on relatively heavyweight mechanisms (such as powering servers down, or migrating processes), or on mechanisms (such as feedback control) that take time to measure load and that adjust power consumption gradually.

The performance and power consumption of a server can be adjusted using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), which is supported by many server processors. DVFS allows a processor’s voltage and frequency, and hence power consumption, to be adjusted on the fly. On modern processors, these adjustments can be made very quickly, e.g., on sub-microsecond time scales. This is fast enough to allow server power and performance to be adjusted on the time scale of individual server requests, even for systems with request latencies in the millisecond range, such as in-memory transaction processing systems or key-value storage systems.

DVFS must be managed. That is, something must control the scaling and decide whether and when to adjust voltage and frequency. Currently, DVFS is commonly managed by low-level governors implemented in an operating system (OS) and/or directly in hardware. Such governors typically base their decisions on low-level metrics, such as processor utilization, that are directly available to the OS. One advantage of these governors is that they are generic. Since they rely only on low-level metrics, they can be used to save power across a broad range of applications. However, for specific applications, they may leave substantial opportunities on the table.

Our central premise is that, for database servers, DVFS can be managed more effectively by the database management system (DBMS). The DBMS has two main advantages when managing DVFS. First, the DBMS is aware of database units of work, such as queries and transactions. It may have valuable information about these units of work, such as priorities, service level objectives, or the nature of the work itself. A DBMS can use this information to make better DVFS decisions. For example, a DBMS can slow down the CPU when executing a request with a low amount of work. Second, the
DBMS can also control its units of work. For example, it can reorder requests, or reject low value requests when load is high.

In this paper, we focus on the managing DVFS in transactional in-memory database systems. We consider systems that support multiple concurrent transactional workloads, each of which may have distinct characteristics, and each of which may have a different request latency target. For example, a workload associated with high priority customers may have a lower latency target than a workload of regular customers. Our objective is to use DVFS to minimize server power consumption, while ensuring that all workloads’ latency targets are met. We show that by exploiting knowledge about transactions and the ability to manage transaction execution, we can reduce both power consumption and the number of missed deadlines. For example, for TPC-C, POLARIS is able to cut power consumption by up to 40 Watts, while missing fewer deadlines, compared to running the CPUs in performance mode, i.e., at high frequency.

This paper makes the following technical contributions:

- We present an on-line workload-aware scheduling and frequency scaling algorithm called POLARIS (Power and Latency Aware Request Scheduling). POLARIS controls both transaction execution order and processor frequency to minimize CPU power consumption while observing per-workload latency targets. Many modern in-memory transaction processing systems, like VoltDB [48] and Silo [51], are architected to execute each transaction from start to finish in a single thread on a single processor core. POLARIS is a non-preemptive scheduler, because non-preemptive scheduling is a good fit for such systems.
- We provide a competitive analysis of POLARIS against YDS [58], a well-known optimal offline preemptive algorithm, as well as a YDS based on-line preemptive algorithm (OA [58]). This analysis provides insight into aspects of POLARIS’s behavior, such as the impact of non-preemptiveness and the importance of transaction scheduling.
- We present a prototype implementation of POLARIS within the Shore-MT storage manager [28]. Section 5 describes some of the practical issues that we had to address in doing so. We use the prototype to perform an empirical evaluation of POLARIS under a variety of workloads and load conditions, using in-kernel dynamic DVFS governors as baselines. Our results show that POLARIS produces greater power savings, fewer missed transaction deadlines, or both. We also show how POLARIS’ effectiveness is affected by two key factors: (1) the average load on the system, and (2) scheduling slack, i.e., the looseness of the transactions’ deadlines. Although POLARIS dominates the baselines under almost all conditions, its benefits are greatest when the average load is neither very high nor very low. Not surprisingly, greater scheduling slack increases the advantage of deadline-aware schedulers, like POLARIS, over deadline-blind operating system alternatives.

2 BACKGROUND: DVFS

DVFS and related power-management mechanisms are standardized as the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) [52]. ACPI is an architecture-independent framework that defines discrete power states for CPUs and that allows software to control the power state of the underlying hardware. ACPI defines P-States, which represent a different voltage and frequency operating points. \( P_0 \) represents the P-State with the highest voltage and frequency, and hence the highest performance and the highest power consumption. Additional P-States, \( P_1, \ldots, P_n \), represent successively lower voltage and frequency states, and hence greater tradeoffs of performance for power reductions. The exact operating point associated with each P-State varies from processor to processor. POLARIS works by choosing a P-State for the processor.

ACPI also defines C-States, which represent the processor’s idle states. Although POLARIS does not directly manage C-states, we give a brief overview here. C-State \( C_0 \) is the processor’s normal non-idle operating state, in which the CPU is active and executing instructions. In \( C_0 \) state, a CPU is running in one of the P-States. Additional C-States, \( C_1, \ldots, C_m \), represent idle states, in which the CPU is not executing instructions. Higher-numbered C-States represent “deeper” idle states, in which more parts of the CPU are shut down. Normally, the deeper the idle state, the lower the power consumption of the idle processor, but the longer it takes the processor to return to the normal operating state (\( C_0 \)) when there is work to do. Since C-States are idle states, C-State transitions are normally managed by the CPU itself.

Like other modern operating systems, Linux utilizes ACPI through a variety of kernel modules. Among these is the generic CPU power control module \( \text{cpufreq} \), which supports a wide variety of CPU architectures. The \( \text{cpufreq} \) driver provides a number of power governors in two groups. The first group consists of static governors, which can be used to set a constant P-State for the processor. The other group includes dynamic governors, which monitor CPU utilization and adjust the processor’s P-State in response to utilization changes. The \( \text{cpufreq} \) driver subsystem is exposed through the Linux sysfs filesystem. Through that interface, a system administrator or a privileged user-level application can select a governor, and can adjust governor parameters.

It is also possible for DVFS to be managed directly by the hardware. One example of this is Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) mechanism [27]. RAPL allows user-level applications to monitor CPU power consumption. In addition, given a specified power consumption limit, RAPL can dynamically adjust processor voltage and frequency levels to keep the CPU’s power consumption within the specified upper bound. Like OS-based governors, RAPL is unaware of DBMS-level workload information, such as transaction deadlines.

3 POLARIS

POLARIS is designed to manage DVFS for a transactional database server. For the purposes of the presentation in this section, we assume a server with a single single-core processor that supports DVFS. To manage multiple processors, or processors with multiple frequency-scalable cores, we can use multiple instances of POLARIS. In Section 5, we describe the POLARIS prototype architecture that uses this approach to manage a multi-processor, multi-core server.

POLARIS is workload-aware. A server accepts transaction execution requests, and each request is assumed to be tagged with a
workload identifier to indicate which workload it is part of. Each workload known to POLARIS is associated with a latency target. POLARIS’s objective is to minimize CPU power consumption while ensuring that each request is completed within its workload’s latency target.

Workloads are important to POLARIS, since different workloads can have different latency targets, e.g., one workload with a tight latency target for priority customers’ transactions, and a different workload with a looser target for others. POLARIS also tracks and estimates request execution times on a per-workload basis. Many database systems provide sophisticated workload managers [23, 26, 40, 42, 43, 49] that allow incoming requests to be assigned to workloads based on the properties of the request. For example, these properties might include the name of the user, application, or function that generated the request, the complexity or estimated cost of the request, the connection over which the request arrived, and so on. Some workload managers track workloads’ performance or resource consumption, allow priorities or performance targets to be associated with individual workloads, and take action or make recommendations when targets are missed. For example, IBM DB2 Workload Manager [25] can monitor workloads’ performance, and can adjust priorities and resource allocations or take other user-specified actions when targets are missed. POLARIS assumes that incoming requests are assigned to workloads by such a mechanism. However, POLARIS itself is agnostic with regards to how this assignment is defined. That is, it neither defines nor depends on specific policies for workload assignment.

POLARIS’s primary objective is to ensure that transactions meet their workloads’ latency targets. However, because transaction execution speed is limited by the processor’s highest-frequency P-state and there are no constraints on the arrival of transactions or on transaction deadlines, it may not be possible for POLARIS (or any scheduling algorithm) to ensure that all transactions meet their deadlines. In such cases, POLARIS will run the processor at the highest frequency, which will have the effect of completing late transactions as quickly as possible.

### 3.1 The POLARIS Algorithm

Execution of the POLARIS algorithm is triggered by the arrival of a new transaction request, or the completion of a request. In each of these situations, POLARIS chooses a frequency for the processor, based on the set of transactions that are running or waiting to run. It assumes that there is a fixed set of voltage and frequency configurations in which the processor can run, corresponding to the processor’s available P-States. Higher frequencies allow the processor to execute transactions faster, but they also consume more power. Figure 1 summarizes notation that we use to describe transactions and processor frequencies.

Figure 2 shows the POLARIS frequency selection procedure, SET-PROCESSORFREQ, which runs each time a transaction request arrives or is completed. SET-PROCESSORFREQ chooses the smallest processor frequency such that all transactions, including the running transaction and all waiting transactions, will finish running before their deadlines if the processor were to run at that frequency.

The frequency selection algorithm relies on a transaction execution time model, which predicts the execution time of a transaction of a given workload at a given processor frequency. We use $\hat{\mu}(c, f)$ (in Figure 2) to represent the predicted execution time of a workload $c$ transaction at frequency $f$. We discuss how POLARIS predicts execution time in Section 3.2.

In Figure 2, $\hat{\tau}(t, f)$ represents the total estimated queuing time for transaction $t \in Q$, assuming that the processor runs at frequency $f$. This is defined as follows:

$$\hat{\tau}(t, f) = \hat{\mu}(c(t_0), f) - e_0 + \sum_{t' \in Q, d(t') < d(t)} \hat{\mu}(c(t'), f)$$

That is, $t$ must wait for the currently running transaction’s remaining execution time, and must also wait for all queued transactions with deadlines earlier than $t$’s.

POLARIS also controls transaction execution order. Transaction requests that arrive while the processor is busy running another transaction are queued in order of their workloads’ deadlines by POLARIS. When the running transaction finishes, POLARIS dispatches the next transaction (the one with the earliest deadline) from the queue. As we note in Section 1, each transaction, once dispatched runs to completion. In Section 4, we relate POLARIS to YDS, a well known, optimal offline frequency scaling and scheduling algorithm. YDS achieves optimality by identifying batches of so-called “critical” transactions and executing them in earliest deadline first (EDF) order, since this may allow YDS to run the batch at a lower frequency than would be possible if transactions ran in arrival order. POLARIS executes transactions in EDF order for the same reason.

### 3.2 Execution Time Estimation

POLARIS requires estimates of the execution time $\hat{\mu}(c, f)$ for transactions of each $c \in W$ at each $f \in F$. There is a substantial body of work on estimating execution times of database queries [2, 16, 18, 21]. This work varies in the assumed complexity of the workload, the amount of workload information that is required, and in the use of black-box vs. white-box modeling. For POLARIS, our focus is on transactional workloads with many short units of work, rather than complex SQL queries. However, even in this relatively simple setting, accurate prediction of individual transactions’ execution times is challenging, since factors such as resource contention.
This is important because POLARIS’s primary objective is to meet transaction latency targets. As we show in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we get a competitive ratio of POLARIS not known. Instead, we provide a competitive ratio of POLARIS and OA under certain settings. We provide our analysis under the standard theoretical model [7, 10, 58] in which algorithms can scale the speed of the CPU to arbitrarily high levels and thus execute every transaction before its deadline. Therefore we focus only on the energy consumption of algorithms and not their success rates. We review this standard model in Section 4.1.

Broadly, energy aware scheduling algorithms can be classified into four categories along two dimensions as shown in Figure 4: (1) preemptive vs non-preemptive; and (2) offline vs online algorithms. Offline preemptive algorithms are the most computationally powerful algorithms. YDS [58] is the optimal offline preemptive algorithm and therefore consumes the lowest possible energy among all scheduling algorithms. In contrast, online non-preemptive algorithms, such as POLARIS, are the most computationally constrained ones.

The natural algorithm to compare POLARIS against would be the optimal offline non-preemptive algorithm, which we refer to as $OPT_{np}$. However, computing the optimal offline non-preemptive schedule is NP-hard [7], and an explicit description of $OPT_{np}$ is not known. Instead, we provide a competitive ratio of POLARIS against YDS, which also implies a competitive ratio against $OPT_{np}$. As we show in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we get a competitive ratio of POLARIS against YDS indirectly through a competitive analysis against OA, which is an online preemptive algorithm. In doing so we also meet our second objective of establishing the connection between POLARIS and OA.

Finally we note that several online non-preemptive algorithms have been developed in literature for variants of the speed-scaling problem. Examples include maximizing the throughput [6] or minimizing the total response time [4] of transactions under a fixed energy budget. However, no prior work studies the problem of minimizing energy consumption as we do in this section. We refer the reader to references [3] and [19] for a survey of these algorithms.
4.1 Standard Model

In the standard model, a problem instance $P$ consists of $n$ transactions, where each transaction $t$ arrives with an arrival time $a(t)$, a deadline $d(t)$, and a load $w(t)$. $w(t)$ represents the amount of work that a transaction must perform, which is assumed to be known accurately. Algorithms can scale the speed of the processor to arbitrarily high levels. When the processor is running at frequency (speed) $f$, a transaction $t$ executes in $w(t)/f$ time. The power consumption of the processor is assumed to be $f^a$, where $a > 1$ is a constant [12], which guarantees that the power-speed function is convex. We observe that in this model algorithms, including POLARIS, are idealized and can execute every transaction before its deadline, i.e., achieve 100% success rate. This is because (a) they know transactions’ loads accurately; and (b) can pick arbitrarily high speeds to finish any transaction on time.

4.2 Yao-Demers-Schenker (YDS)

YDS is the optimal offline preemptive algorithm. Given a problem instance $P$, let an interval be the time window between the arrival time $a(t_i)$ of some transaction $t_i$ and the (later) deadline $d(t_j)$ of a possibly different transaction $t_j$ in $P$. Define the density of a given interval $I$ to be $\sum_k w(t_k)/|I|$, where the summation is over all transactions $t_k$ such that $[a(t_k), d(t_k))$ is within $I$. Given $P$, YDS iteratively performs the following step until there are no transactions left in the problem. It finds an interval with the maximum density, which is called the critical interval. Let $CI$ be the first critical interval YDS finds. The algorithm schedules the speed of the processor during $CI$ to the density of $CI$ and schedules execution of the transactions in $CI$ in EDF order. Then, the algorithm removes $CI$ and the set of transactions in $CI$ from $P$, constructs a reduced problem $P'$, and repeats the previous step on $P'$. $P'$ is the same as $P$ except any transaction whose arrival and deadline intersects with $CI$ is shortened exactly by the time it overlaps with $CI$.

In its final schedule, YDS potentially preempts a transaction $t$ whenever transaction $t$ has an arrival time and a deadline that spans a critical interval $CI$ that the algorithm has picked at some step. That is, YDS might run part of $t$ before the start of the $CI$, preempt $t$ when $CI$ starts, and resume executing $t$ after $CI$.

4.3 Optimal Available (OA)

OA is an online preemptive algorithm based on YDS [58]. Each time a new transaction arrives, OA uses YDS to choose a schedule. Suppose that a new transaction arrives at time $r$. OA runs YDS on a problem instance consisting of the following transactions:

- The newly arrived transaction, $t_{new}$.
- The currently running transaction, $t_r$, with its load $w(t_r)$ taken to be the remaining load of $t_r$, and with its arrival time taken to be $r$.
- Any other transactions waiting in the system, with their arrival times adjusted to be $r$.

We make an important observation here. Note that in the problem instance constructed by OA, all transactions have the same arrival time $r$. Thus, if there are $k$ transactions in the system, there are exactly $k$ intervals from which YDS chooses the first critical interval. The first includes just the transaction with the earliest deadline, the second includes the transactions with the two earliest deadlines, and so on. Furthermore, the first critical interval will include the transaction with the earliest deadline, since it is part of all of the possible intervals. Since YDS schedules transactions in EDF order, this first transaction must be either $t_r$ or $t_{new}$. Thus, if $d(t_{new}) < d(t_r)$, OA will preempt $t_r$ and start running $t_{new}$. If, on the other hand, $d(t_r) < d(t_{new})$, $t_r$ will continue running after $t_{new}$’s arrival, and $t_{new}$ will run later. Bansal et al. showed that OA is $a^\alpha$ competitive against YDS [10].

4.4 OA vs. POLARIS

Next, we compare the behavior of OA with that of (idealized) POLARIS. We start by comparing the algorithms under the scenario in which a newly arriving transaction has a later deadline than the currently running transaction.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that both POLARIS and OA have the same queue at a point in time, with $k$ total transactions, one running ($t_r$) and $k-1$ waiting, with the exact same loads. Suppose a new transaction $t_{new}$ arrives, and that $d(t_r) \leq d(t_{new})$. Until the arrival of the next transaction, POLARIS and OA will execute transactions in the same order, and with the same processor frequency.

The proof of this lemma is provided in Appendix A. The proof argues inductively that a) by the observation we made at the end of Section 4.3, both POLARIS and OA will execute transactions in EDF order; and b) will have identical processor speeds at any moment.

Next, we consider the situation in which the newly arriving transaction $t_{new}$ has an earlier deadline than the running transaction $t_r$. In such a situation, OA will preempt $t_r$ and start running $t_{new}$, POLARIS, which is non-preemptive, cannot do this. Instead, POLARIS will continue to run $t_r$, but will increase the speed of the processor to ensure that both $t_{new}$ and $t_r$ finish by $t_{new}$’s deadline. This is captured by the following lemma:

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that both POLARIS and OA have the same queue at a point in time, with $k$ total transactions, one running ($t_r$) and the rest waiting, with the exact same loads. Suppose a new transaction $t_{new}$ arrives, and that $d(t_{new}) < d(t_r)$. Until the arrival of the next transaction, POLARIS will execute transactions in the same order, and with the same processor frequency, as OA would have if $d(t_r)$ were decreased to $d(t_{new})$.

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1, and a sketch of it is given in Appendix B.

4.5 Competitive Ratio of POLARIS

We next prove POLARIS’ competitive ratio against OA and YDS both on arbitrary and agreeable instances. Arbitrary problem instances
are those in which transactions can have arbitrary loads, arrival times, and deadlines. Agreeable instances are those in which transactions have arbitrary loads but their arrival times and deadlines are such that for any pair of transactions \( t_i \) and \( t_j \) if \( a(t_i) \leq a(t_j) \) then \( d(t_i) \leq d(t_j) \). Intuitively, agreeable problem instances capture workloads in which sudden short deadline transactions do not occur. Throughout the rest of the section, \( \text{Pow}[\text{POLARIS}(P)] \) and \( \text{Pow}[\text{YDS}(P)] \) denote the power consumed by POLARIS and YDS on a problem instance \( P \), respectively.

We next make a simple observation about POLARIS’ competitive ratio on agreeable problem instances.

**Theorem 4.3.** Under agreeable problem instances \( \text{Pow}[\text{POLARIS}(P)] \leq a^\alpha \text{Pow}[\text{YDS}(P)] \). Therefore POLARIS has a competitive ratio against YDS and therefore \( \text{OPT}_{np} \).

**Proof.** Recall from Section 4.4 that the only difference in the behaviors of OA and POLARIS is when a new transaction with the earliest deadline in the queue arrives. Since this never happens in agreeable instances, POLARIS behaves the same as OA, which has a competitive ratio of \( a^\alpha \) with respect to YDS [10]. □

Next we analyze POLARIS’ competitiveness on arbitrary problem instances. In the rest of this section, given an arbitrary problem instance \( P \), we let \( w_{\text{max}} \) and \( w_{\text{min}} \) be the maximum and minimum loads of any transaction in \( P \). Let \( c = (1 + \frac{w_{\text{max}}}{w_{\text{min}}}) \). Given a problem instance \( P = t_1, ..., t_n \) let \( P' = t'_1, ..., t'_n \) be the problem instance in which each \( t_i \) and \( t'_i \) have the same arrival times and deadlines, but \( w(t'_i) = c \times w(t_i) \). Essentially \( P' \) is the problem instance where we keep the same transactions as \( P \) but increase their loads by a factor of \( c \). Our analysis consists of two steps.

**Theorem 4.4.** \( \text{Pow}[\text{POLARIS}(P)] \leq a^\alpha \text{Pow}[\text{YDS}(P')] \)

**Proof.** Our proof is an extension of the proof used by Bansal et al. to show that OA has an \( a^\alpha \) competitive ratio against YDS [10], and is provided in Appendix C. □

We next show that YDS on \( P' \) consumes exactly \( c^\alpha \) times the power it does on \( P \).

**Theorem 4.5.** \( \text{Pow}[\text{YDS}(P')] = c^\alpha \text{Pow}[\text{YDS}(P)] \).

**Proof.** Since the load of each transaction increases by a factor of \( c \), YDS on \( P' \) will find exactly the same set of critical intervals, but with \( c \) times larger densities. Therefore, YDS’ processor speed on \( P' \) will be a factor \( c \) faster than on \( P \) at any moment. Let \( s(t) \) be the processor speed of YDS on \( P \). Since \( \int_t \alpha s(t)^{\alpha} = (c^{\alpha}) \int_t s(t)^{\alpha} \), YDS will consume exactly \( c^\alpha \) more energy on \( P' \) than \( P \). □

The next corollary is immediate from Theorems 4.4 and 4.5.

**Corollary 4.6.** POLARIS has a \( (c a)^\alpha \) competitive ratio against YDS and therefore \( \text{OPT}_{np} \).

### 4.6 Discussion

The competitive ratio in Corollary 4.6 has two components: \( a^\alpha \) and \( c^\alpha \). Recall that (idealized) POLARIS has two disadvantages against YDS. First, it does not know the future, and second it cannot preempt transactions. Recall that the OA algorithm, which does not know the future but can preempt transactions, has \( a^\alpha \) competitive ratio [10]. Thus, one interpretation is that the \( a^\alpha \) component captures POLARIS’ disadvantage of not knowing the future. In contrast, the \( c^\alpha \) component captures POLARIS’ disadvantage of not being able to preempt. For an example of this disadvantage, consider two transactions \( t_1 \) and \( t_2. \) \( t_1 \) has load \( w_{\text{max}} \) and arrives at time 0 and has a very late deadline. \( t_2 \) has a load \( w_{\text{min}} \) and arrives after an infinitesimally small time after 0, and has a very short deadline. POLARIS will start \( t_1 \) will receive \( t_2 \) and will finish both \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) by the deadline of \( t_2 \). Instead YDS would execute \( t_1 \) first and then \( t_2 \). By appropriate choices of the deadlines for \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), POLARIS will perform \( c^\alpha \) worse than YDS.

### 5 POLARIS PROTOTYPE

To test POLARIS, we implemented it in Shore-MT [28]. Shore-MT is a multi-threaded data storage manager which is designed for multiprocessors. Shore-Kits [17] provides a front-end driver for Shore-MT. It includes implementations of several database benchmarks, including TPC-C and TPC-E. For the remainder of the paper, we refer to the combination of Shore-Kits and Shore-MT as Shore-MT.

Shore-MT has multiple worker threads, each with an associated request queue. Each request corresponds to a transaction of a particular type, e.g., NewOrder in the TPC-C workload. Each worker sequentially executes requests from its queue, using the storage manager to access data.

There are also request handling (RH) threads which handle incoming requests from clients and routes them to worker queues. To simplify our experimental setup, we do not drive the Shore-MT server using remote clients. Instead, a request handler simulates a set of remote clients by generating randomized requests and then handling them as if they had arrived over the network from remote clients. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.

Our test server’s multi-core CPUs allow CPU frequency to be controlled separately for each core. In our prototype, we fix the number of workers to match the number of cores in our server, and pin each worker to a single core. For each core, we run a separate instance of POLARIS, which manages the request queue of that core’s worker and controls the core’s execution frequency.

POLARIS requires action when two types of events occur: arrival of a new transaction request, and completion of a request. In our prototype, POLARIS’s request arrival action is handled by the RH threads. When a new request arrives, one of the RH threads enqueues the request to one worker queue and then runs the POLARIS SetProcessorFreq algorithm (Figure 2) to adjust the execution frequency of that worker’s core. We modified Shore-MT’s
request queues so that requests are queued in EDF order, as required by POLARIS. POLARIS’s request completion action is handled by the worker threads. On completion of a request, workers pull the earliest-deadline request from their queues and run SetProcessorFreq to set their core’s frequency before executing the dequeued request. POLARIS’s overhead depends on the length of the request queue. The longer the queue, the higher the overhead. At high load, when queues are longest, we measured its execution time at about 10 microseconds, which is one or two orders of magnitude less than the mean execution times, at peak frequency, of the transactions in our TPC-C workload.

The POLARIS SetProcessorFreq function requires some means of actually adjusting a core’s P-State. There are several mechanisms for doing so. For x86 processors, all of the alternatives ultimately rely on Model Specific Registers (MSRs) [1, 27]. MSRs contains CPU related information which can be read and/or written by software, and which can be used to control some aspects of the processor, including core frequencies.

One common way to change CPU frequency on Linux systems is to use the cpufreq driver’s userspace governor. Application code can specify a core frequency in a special sysfs system file, and the userspace governor then uses the cpufreq driver to set core frequency as specified. The driver, in turn, controls frequency using the MSRs. This interface is relatively simple to use, but we found that it introduces substantial latency, as was previously observed by Wamhoff et al. [53]. Since POLARIS adjusts execution frequencies frequently (potentially on each transaction request arrival or completion), the RH and worker threads in our prototype modify the MSRs directly via the MSR driver, which is much faster.

6 EVALUATION

We use our prototype to conduct an empirical evaluation of POLARIS. The primary goal of our evaluation is to compare POLARIS against low-level, OS frequency governors. We want to determine whether the extra information available to POLARIS leads to greater power savings than can be achieved with the OS baselines. We test POLARIS under a variety of load conditions. In addition, we test POLARIS’s ability to differentiate among concurrent workloads with different latency targets.

6.1 Methodology

In our experiments, we use Shore-Kits’ TPC-C and TPC-E implementations. For both benchmarks, Shore-MT’s buffer pool is configured to be large enough to hold the entire database. For each experimental run, we choose a method for controlling core frequencies (POLARIS, or one of the baselines), and then run the benchmark workload against our Shore-MT prototype. Each run consists of three phases: (1) a warmup phase, during which each worker executes 30,000 transactions, (2) a short training phase for warming up POLARIS’ execution time estimators by filling the initial sliding window for each frequency level and request type combination, and (3) the test phase, during which power consumption and system performance are measured.

The training phase is used only so that we can test POLARIS in a state in which its estimation model has been fully initialized. In practice, the execution time estimates for all workloads at all frequencies can be initialized to zero. This will cause POLARIS to gradually explore and initialize its estimators for unexplored frequencies, from lowest to highest, as it encounters load conditions under which the already-explored frequencies are not fast enough to handle the load. POLARIS performance may suffer as it initializes these estimators, but this is a transient effect, and the number of estimators is relatively small ($W \times F$).

We change Shore-Kits request generation from a closed-loop design to an open-loop design, so that we can specify a mean offered load (transaction requests per second) for the system for each experiment. Request interarrival delays are chosen randomly from a uniform distribution with the mean determined by the target request rate, a minimum of zero, and a maximum of twice the mean. Thus, the actual instantaneous request rate fluctuates randomly around the target. We run experiments at three target load levels: high, medium, and low. High load is 90% of the peak throughput for our test system, which is about 21250 transactions per second for TPC-C, and 14900 transactions per second for TPC-E. The medium and low loads correspond to 60% and 30% of the peak throughput, respectively.

In addition to these “steady” loads, we use World Cup site access traces [9] to generate TPC-C workloads with time-varying target request rates. To do this, we vary the target request arrival rate between 30% and 90% of the peak TPC-C throughput for our server to match the observed normalized fluctuations in the World Cup trace. The target rate is adjusted once per second.

For each experiment, transactions are assigned to one or more workloads, each with an associated latency target. We use the notion of slack to provide a uniform way of describing the tightness of the latency targets. We define slack as the ratio between a workload’s latency target and the mean execution time of the workload’s transactions, at the highest processor frequency. For example, for a TPC-C New Order transaction, which has an average execution time of 2059 µs (recall Figure 3) at the highest frequency level, a slack of 20 indicates latency target of 41180 µs. We experiment with slack values ranging from 10 to 100 to illustrate the effect of the tightness of latency targets on the algorithm’s behavior.

For each run, we measure the average power consumed by the server during the test phase. To measure server power draw, we used a Watts up? PRO [24] wall socket power meter, which has a rated ±1.5% accuracy. We measure the power consumption in one-second intervals (the finest granularity of the power meter) and average those over the test duration. We also measure the power consumption of the CPUs (alone), as reported through the RAPL MSRs. However, we use the whole server power, as reported by the Watts up? meter, as our primary power metric.

In addition to the power metric, we also measure performance during the test phase. In each of our experiments, the mean system throughput is fixed and controlled by our open-loop request generator. Thus, we are primarily interested in transaction latency. Specifically, we measure the percentage of transactions that do not finish execution before their deadline, which we refer to as the failure rate.

We run experiments with POLARIS and with static and dynamic OS baselines. For the dynamic OS baselines, we use the Linux cpufreq dynamic governors to manage core frequencies. We experiment with two dynamic governors: Conservative and OnDemand.
The former favors performance over power savings, while the latter adjusts core frequencies more aggressively to save power. For the static OS baselines, we use MSRs to set all cores to run at a fixed frequency. Under both the static and dynamic baselines, Shore-MT uses its default transaction scheduler and does not attempt to adjust core frequencies.

In our experiments, we use a server with two Intel® Xeon® E5-2640 v3 processors with 128 GB memory using Ubuntu 14.04 with kernel version 4.2.8, where the cpufreq driver is loaded by default. For the experiments with in-DBMS power scheduling algorithms and those with the static frequencies, we disable the CPU ACPI software control in the BIOS configuration to prevent the cpufreq driver from interfering with power control. For the experiments using the dynamic kernel governors, we enable ACPI software control in the BIOS. To reduce non-uniform memory access (NUMA) effects and get more homogeneous memory access patterns, we enable memory interleaving in the BIOS.

Each E5-2640 CPU has 8 physical and 16 logical cores (hyper-threads), thus our system has a total of 16 physical (32 logical) cores. Each physical core’s power level can be set separately. The CPU has 15 frequency levels from 1.2 GHz to 2.6 GHz with 0.1 GHz steps, plus 2.8 GHz. In our experiments, we chose five of the frequency levels, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4 and 2.8 GHz, as the possible target frequency levels for POLARIS.

For all of our experiments, our Shore-MT prototype is configured to use two Request Handler (RH) threads and sixteen worker threads. We pin each worker thread to a one logical core (hyper-thread) in one of the 16 physical cores. The RH threads are free to run on any of the remaining logical cores, as determined by the kernel’s thread scheduler. Each RH thread distributes requests to the workers round robin, regardless of the requests transaction type or workload. For TPC-C, we set the database scale factor to 48 and for TPC-E, we use a database with 1000 customers and set the benchmark’s working days and scale factor parameters to 300 and 500, respectively, which are given as their default values in the TPC-E specification [14]. We use Shore-MT’s default staged group commit configuration, under which log I/O is forced at least once per 100 transactions.

6.2 Results: Medium Load

For our initial experiment, we focus on the medium load scenario, meaning that the overall request rate is about 60% of the server’s maximum capacity. We consider both TPC-C and TPC-E workloads. We begin with TPC-C, and present TPC-E in Section 6.2.1. For TPC-C, we define four workloads for POLARIS, one corresponding to each of the four TPC-C transactions implemented by Shore-Kits. For each workload, the target latency is set to slack times the mean execution time (at high frequency) for that workload’s transaction type. These mean execution times ranged from about 0.25 milliseconds for Order Status transactions to about 3.4 milliseconds for Stock Level as we show in Figure 3. Thus, when the slack is 50 (for example), the latency target for the Order Status transaction workload is set to about 0.25 * 50 = 12.5 milliseconds, and the target for Stock Level transactions is 3.4 * 50 = 170 milliseconds.

Figure 6 shows the results of this experiment, as a function of slack. In addition to POLARIS, we report the results for the two Linux dynamic governors (OnDemand and Conservative), as well as the results for two highest static frequency governors.

In this test, running all cores at the highest frequency (2.8 GHz) causes the server to consume about 170 watts of power. When slack is tight, about 15% of transactions exceed their latency targets. Moving to a lower static frequency (2.4 GHz) results in almost 30 watts of power savings, but at the expense of more missed latency targets. In this setting, the Linux Conservative governor’s behavior is similar to that of the static, high-frequency governor. Indeed, the Conservative governor rarely lowers frequency below 2.6 GHz in these experiments. The Linux OnDemand governor reduces core frequencies more aggressively. This produces power savings of about 25 watts, but at the expense of more missed latency targets when slack is tight.

POLARIS performs better because it is deadline-aware. With tight slack, POLARIS lowers power consumption by over 30 watts relative to consumption at peak frequency. These power savings do not come at the expense of missed latency targets. Indeed, when slack is tight, POLARIS cuts the missed deadline rate almost in half relative to OnDemand. Perhaps surprisingly, fewer transactions miss their deadlines under POLARIS than under the high-frequency (2.8 GHz) static governor. This is because POLARIS is able to reorder transactions and run them in EDF order, which the static governors cannot do. When slack is high, POLARIS and the baselines have similar failure rates. Because of load fluctuations and occasional execution time outliers, a small percentage of transactions miss their deadlines regardless of how processor speed is controlled. However, POLARIS is able to take advantage of the higher slack to slow transactions down and reduce power consumption, which
the baselines cannot do. With increasing slack, POLARIS’ power savings (relative to 2.8 GHz) climb to more than 40 watts, with no increase in late transactions. As slack increases, POLARIS produces greater power savings, since it reduce processor frequencies to take advantage of the extra slack. The baselines are unaware of slack, and hence are insensitive to it. In loose-slack settings (slack greater than 50), POLARIS reduces total server power by about 40 watts relative to peak frequency, almost twice the reduction achieved by the OnDemand governor.

6.2.1 Medium Load, TPC-E. For the TPC-E medium load experiment, we define ten POLARIS workloads, each corresponding to one TPC-E request type. Mean execution times for requests range from 0.06 to 2.3 milliseconds at peak frequency. We use slack to assign a latency target for each workload. We use the same estimator parameter settings as for TPC-C.

Figure 7 shows the results of the TPC-E experiment, which are similar to those for TPC-C. POLARIS results in power savings of about 40 watts, relative to execution at peak frequency. This is similar to the savings that were achieved at medium load. In this setting, the Conservative governor is able to achieve the same power savings as POLARIS, but it does so at the expense of significantly higher rates of missed latency targets when slack is tight. The OnDemand governor has in-between performance, and is dominated by POLARIS.

A comparison of the medium and low load experiments (Figures 6 and 8) shows that the two baseline dynamic governors switch roles in these two settings. At medium load, the OnDemand governor results in lower power consumption but more missed latency targets than Conservative, which rarely leaves the highest frequency. However, at lower load, it is the Conservative governor that results in greater power savings but more missed latency targets. This illustrates the challenges of relying on low-level metrics, like processor utilization, to achieve latency targets. POLARIS, in contrast, has stable behavior in both settings.

Finally, Figure 9 shows the results of the high-load experiments. All of the methods, including POLARIS, have higher rates of missed latency targets, especially when those targets are tight. This
is simply because there are periods when requests come in too fast for the system to handle, even at peak frequency. Under high load, both POLARIS and the OnDemand governor are able to reduce power only by about 10 watts (relative to peak frequency), although POLARIS does so with fewer missed latency targets.

As we noted in Section 1, real systems may experience both long term and short term load fluctuations. Our results with low, medium, and high load experiments suggest that POLARIS can function effectively as load fluctuates over longer time frames. When load is in the low or medium range, which is common, POLARIS can reduce power substantially without compromising latency targets. During windows of peak load there is little opportunity for power savings, but POLARIS performs at least as well as running the processors at peak frequency in that setting.

### 6.4 Results: Time-Varying Load

In our previous experiments, we test with workloads that exhibit random fluctuations around a steady average request rate. In our next experiment, we consider a workload in which the average request rate fluctuates to match the request trace of a real application. We use a World Cup trace [9] to generate the request rate fluctuations. Specifically, we vary the target TPC-C request rate in the range from 6400 transactions per second to 19440 requests per second. (These rates correspond to our steady “low” and “high” workload levels.) We set a new target rate every second, according to the (normalized) request rate from the World Cup trace. Otherwise, the experimental configuration is identical to the configuration we used for the steady load TPC-C experiments.

Figure 10(a) illustrates the normalized request rate we generated, as well as the power consumption of POLARIS and the Conservative and OnDemand baselines. Power consumption is normalized to the minimum and maximum consumption (of any algorithm) observed during our experiments, so that the reported values are comparable across algorithms. Figure 10(b) summarizes the average power consumption and failure rate (percentage of transactions that missed latency targets) over the entire experiment. As was the case in the steady load experiments, POLARIS results in both lower power consumption and fewer missed latency targets than either of the OS baselines. All of the algorithms adjust power consumption in response to the load changes, but POLARIS’s adjustments tend to be sharper and deeper.

### 6.5 Results: Workload Differentiation

In this experiment, we focus on how POLARIS and the baselines react when the are multiple similar workloads with different latency targets. For this purpose, we define two TPC-C workloads, each consisting of all four types of TPC-C transactions, in the standard proportions. Requests for each workload are generated at half of our medium TPC-C workload rate, so that the total load (on average) is equivalent to our TPC-C medium load. For one workload, which we refer to as gold, we set a latency target of 7.5 milliseconds. For the other, which we refer to as silver, we set a latency target of 37.5 milliseconds. We track the failure rate (late transactions) separately for the gold and silver workloads.

Figure 11 shows the failure rate for each workload, under POLARIS, the Linux dynamic governors, and the high frequency static
We first consider cluster-level techniques that are designed to operate at the scale of a cluster or data center as a whole. One technique is to shut down servers when they are idle [35, 36]. Another is to focus on energy-efficient virtual machine placement across the cluster [33, 56]. Facebook controls server power consumption to prevent data center power overloads [54]. These techniques typically operate at much longer time scales (e.g., minutes or hours) than POLARIS, typically because the actions used to control power consumption, such as placing or migrating virtual machines, or powering servers up and down, are relatively time consuming. POLARIS is complementary to some of these techniques. For example, it can be used to manage DVFS on servers that are not shut down by a cluster-level manager.

### 7.2 Server-Level Energy Efficiency

Another body of work targets single server energy efficiency, like POLARIS. Spiliopoulos et al. [47] propose an operating system power governor which uses memory stalls as an input and tries to optimize CPU energy efficiency accordingly. Sen and Wood [46] propose an operating system governor that predicts the system power/performance Pareto optimality frontier and keeps system power/performance Pareto optimality frontier. Like the Linux DVFS governors we have used as baselines in Section 6, these do not take advantage of application-level workload information.

PAT [55] and PEGASUS [37] apply feedback control to manage processor DVFS. PAT uses a control mechanism to maintain a target system throughput as the I/O intensity of the workload fluctuates. However, this may be difficult to apply in a system in which the intensity of the offered load is fluctuating. PEGASUS, like POLARIS, targets request latency in so-called on-line data intensive (OLDI) applications. PEGASUS assumes a homogeneous workload, with a target request latency. Unlike POLARIS, which operates at the timescale of individual transactions and tries to ensure that every transaction meets its deadline, PEGASUS tries to ensure that mean transaction latency over a sliding time window (say, 30 or
60 seconds) is less than the specified target. Thus, it takes time for PEGASUS to observe system state and adjust to fluctuations. PEGASUS is intended to react to changes over longer time scales (minutes, hours, days). PEGASUS is also not easily generalized to handle multiple concurrent workloads, as a single control setting applies to all transactions in a time window.

There are a few techniques designed to respond to very short term load fluctuations, like POLARIS. Both LAPS [32] and Rubik [31] manage DVFS on the time scale of individual transaction arrivals. Rubik uses statistical models to try to predict the tail latency of the response times of all queued transactions, and uses DVFS to try to ensure that they hit latency targets. However, this approach does not extend to multiple workloads, since the response time prediction must be done periodically, offline, and it assumes that all requests have identical service time distributions. Both techniques are limited to controlling DVFS, and do not reorder transactions like POLARIS. LAPS adjusts frequency only on transaction completion, and does not define a specific technique for estimating transaction execution times. In Section 6.6, we considered two variants of POLARIS that are similar to Rubik (POLARIS-FIFO) and LAPS (POLARIS-FIFO-NOARRIVE). These variants execute transactions and set processor frequency like Rubik and LAPS. However, both variants use POLARIS’ execution time estimation technique.

Several studies explore the use of C-States for energy efficiency. These studies show that using C-states is challenging either because workloads are rarely idle enough to exploit sleep states [37, 38] or because processors consume a lot of energy to recover from deep sleep states [29, 45]. Therefore, some work encourages deeper C-States by extending sleep periods [5, 39]. In contrast, we focus only on P-states in this work.

There is also work on DRAM energy efficiency. Appuswamy et al. [8] show that large-memory servers can consume a substantial amount of power and illustrate the potential for memory power saving. Karyakin et al. [30] demonstrate that memory power consumption in-memory database systems is not proportional to system load, and is also not proportional to database size. They point to DRAM low-power states as the key to memory power savings.

### 7.3 Energy Efficiency in DBMSs

Several studies describe techniques for improving energy efficiency through query optimization and query operator configuration. Tsirogiannis et al. [50] investigate servers equipped with multi-core CPUs by studying power consumption characteristics of parallel operators and query plans using different numbers of cores with different placement schemes. Their findings suggest that using all of the available cores is the most power-efficient option for DBMSs under enough load and parallelism, while different CPU core frequencies may allow further power/performance tradeoffs. Unfortunately, this does not provide guidance on how to improve energy efficiency in the common case of systems that are not 100% loaded. In the same direction, Psaroudakis et al. [44] take CPU frequency into account along with core selection. They show that different CPU frequency levels can be more energy efficient for execution of different relational operators. Both Xu et al. [57] and Lang et al. [34] explore possibilities of energy aware query optimization in relational DBMSs. For this, they propose a cost function having both performance and power as the objective. They show that DBMSs can execute queries according to specific power/performance requirements. Mühlbauer et al. [41] show that heterogeneity-aware parallel query plans can save power while having better performance in emerging heterogeneous multi-core CPUs. These techniques are complementary to POLARIS.

### 8 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a workload-aware frequency scaling and scheduling technique for transactional database systems, and related it to other well-known offline and online algorithms. Unlike operating system power governors, POLARIS is aware of per-transaction latency targets and takes advantage of them to keep processor execution frequency, and hence power consumption, as low as possible. On our server, POLARIS was able to reduce power consumption substantially, with no increase in missed transaction deadlines. Operating system governors, in contrast, either save little power or save power at the expense of missed deadlines. Through comparison of several variations of POLARIS, we showed that it is necessary for POLARIS to control transaction execution order and processor frequency to achieve this performance.

Our target for POLARIS is in-memory transaction processing systems. However, POLARIS is potentially applicable to a broader class of systems. The most important requirement for POLARIS is that units of work (transactions) are executed non-preemptively. In addition, POLARIS will work best when the execution times of units of work are relatively short. Other kinds of systems, such as search engines and key-value databases, have these properties, and may also be good targets for POLARIS. Another interesting direction to explore is the use of POLARIS-like algorithms in virtualized environments, such as clouds. Here, key issues include how the physical processors are shared by virtual machines, and whether to implement POLARIS-like functionality as part of the virtualization layer, or within each virtual machine.

One challenge faced by POLARIS is the need to estimate transaction execution times at different processor frequencies. The power savings achieved by POLARIS in our experiments were achieved using a conservative estimator that can track time-varying workloads. Thus, perfect estimation is not necessary for in-DBMS workload-aware frequency scaling to be effective. However, better estimates would allow POLARIS to reduce processor frequency more aggressively, and further reduce power.

On multi-socket, multi-core servers, there may be opportunities for reducing power consumption beyond what is achievable by POLARIS. POLARIS controls transaction execution order and speed independently on each core, and request handling threads do round-robin assignment of requests to workers. By controlling how transactions are distributed to workers, we can obtain additional power savings by allowing some workers (and their cores) to idle and move into low-power C-states. The same technique can be applied at the package level. We are currently exploring extensions to POLARIS in this direction.
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APPENDIX

A PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1

First, we consider execution order. By definition, POLARIS will finish running $t_r$ and then run the remaining transactions in earliest-deadline-first (EDF) order. Since $t_r$ has the earliest deadline, this amounts to running all transactions in (EDF) order. OA identifies a critical interval, schedules the transactions in that interval in EDF order, reduces the problem instance by removing the critical interval and its transactions, and repeats on the reduced instance. However, because all transactions have the same arrival time, all transactions in the first critical interval chosen by OA will have deadlines earlier than all remaining transactions. Since the resulting reduced problem instances all have the same structure as the original instance, each successive critical interval’s transactions’ deadlines will be later than those of previously selected intervals, and earlier than those of subsequently selected intervals. Thus, by scheduling each critical
interval in EDF order, OA will execute all transactions in EDF order, like POLARIS.

Second, we consider processor speed. Let $CI_i$ represent the $i$th critical interval chosen by OA. Let $P_i$ represent the original problem instance considered by OA, and let $P_1$ represent the reduced problem instance under which $CI_i(t > 1)$ is chosen. Since both algorithms agree on EDF execution order, we show by induction on the number of transactions that POLARIS and OA agree on the processor speed used to execute each transaction.

**Base Case:** Consider the transaction with the earliest deadline in the original, non-reduced problem instance, $P_1$. OA will run this transaction first, using frequency $den(CI_1)$. Now consider POLARIS. When $t_{new}$ arrives, POLARIS will use $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$ (Figure 2) to set the processor frequency. $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$ iterates over the transactions present in the system, including $t_r$ and $t_{new}$. After iterating over all $k + 1$ transactions in the system, the selected frequency will be

$$\max_{1 \leq j \leq k+1} den(I_j)$$

where $I_j$ represents the interval consisting of the $j$th earliest-deadline transactions. Thus, after considering all $k + 1$ transactions, the frequency chosen by POLARIS will correspond to that required by the interval with the highest density, $i.e.$ the frequency of the critical interval. Thus, POLARIS will set the processor speed to $den(CI_1)$, the same speed chosen by OA. Since POLARIS only adjusts processor speed when transactions arrive or finish, it will remain at $den(CI_1)$ until the transaction completes.

**Inductive Step:** Suppose that the $n$th transaction is finishing execution under POLARIS, and that POLARIS has run it and all preceding transactions at the same frequencies that were chosen by OA. Consider the $n + 1$st transaction. There are two cases:

**Case 1:** Suppose that the $n$th and $n + 1$st transactions belong to the same critical interval under OA. Suppose it is the $n$th critical interval, which implies that both transactions ran at speed $den(CI_m)$ under OA. By our inductive hypothesis, the $n$th transaction also ran at speed $den(CI_m)$ under POLARIS. When the $n$th transaction completes, POLARIS will run $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$. The set of transactions over which it runs will be exactly those in $P_m$, minus those transactions in $CI_m$ that have already finished executing, including the $n$th transaction. When POLARIS runs $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$, the highest density interval it finds will be $CI_m$, but shortened to account for transactions from that interval that have already finished. The density it finds for this interval will be exactly $den(CI_m)$, since the work of the already-completed transactions in $CI_m$ was done at rate $den(CI_m)$. Thus, POLARIS chooses $den(CI_m)$ as the execution frequency for transaction $n + 1$.

**Case 2:** Suppose that the $n$th transaction belongs to $CI_m$ and the $n + 1$st belongs to $CI_{m+1}$. In this case, when transaction $n$ finishes and POLARIS runs $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$, the set of transactions remaining at the processor is exactly those in $P_{m+1}$. Furthermore, transaction $n + 1$ has the earliest deadline of all transactions in $P_{m+1}$. Thus, by the same argument used in the base case, both OA and POLARIS choose $den(CI_{m+1})$ as the processor speed for transaction $n + 1$.

B PROOF SKETCH OF LEMMA 4.2

In the modified problem instance in which the deadline of $t_r$ is reduced, no other transactions have deadlines earlier than $t_r$ and $t_{new}$. Thus, there are two possibilities for $CI_1$, the first critical interval chosen by OA. Either it includes only $t_r$ and $t_{new}$, or it includes $t_r$, $t_{new}$, and some additional transactions. In the former case, $\frac{w(t_r) + w(t_{new})}{d(t_{new})}$. In the latter case, it is higher.

Now consider POLARIS. When $t_{new}$ arrives, POLARIS keeps executing $t_r$ since it is non-preemptive. However, it runs $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$ to adjust the processor frequency. Because of the definition of $\hat{d}(t, f)$, the minimum frequency identified for each transaction includes the (remaining) time for $t_r$, even if $t_r$ has a later deadline. Thus, $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$ will identify frequency $\frac{w(t_r) + w(t_{new})}{d(t_{new})}$ when it checks $t_{new}$, and will set this frequency if $CI_1$ includes just $t_r$ and $t_{new}$. If $CI_1$ includes more transactions, $\text{SetProcessorFreq}$ will find $den(CI_1)$ when it checks the last transaction in $CI_1$.

C PROOF OF THEOREM 4.4

We assume w.l.o.g., that $P$ and therefore $P'$ are contiguous. In other words, for each time $t \in [0, \hat{d}(t_r) = d(t_{new})]$ there is a transaction $t_j$, such that $d(t_j) \leq t \leq d(t_j)$. If the $P$ and $P'$ are not contiguous, we can break it into a finite number of contiguous parts and analyze POLARIS competitiveness in each part and get the same result. We let $s_P(t)$ and $s_Y(t)$ be the speed of POLARIS’s and YDS’s processors at time $t$ when executing $P$ and $P'$, respectively. There are three types of events that will happen at any point of time. Either a new transaction arrives, POLARIS or YDS completes a transaction, or an infinitesimal $dt$ amount of time elapses. We use the same potential function $\phi(t)$ as in reference (defined momentarily). We will show that:

1. $\phi(t)$ is 0 at time $t$ and at the end of the final transaction.
2. $\phi(t)$ does not increase as a result of a task arrival or a completion of a task by POLARIS or YDS.
3. At any time $t$ between arrival events the following inequality holds:

$$s_P(t) + \frac{d(t)}{dt} \leq \alpha a^s Y^s$$

Note that if these conditions hold, integrating equation 1 between each arrival events and summing gives:

$$\text{Pow}(\text{POLARIS}(P)) \leq \alpha a^s \text{Pow}(\text{YDS}(P'))$$

We next define $\phi(t)$ and prove that all three conditions hold. Let $s_{na}(t)$ (for POLARIS no arrival) denote the speed at which POLARIS would be executing if no new tasks were to arrive after the current time. By Lemma 4.1 we proved that when no tasks arrive POLARIS’ behavior is identical to OA, which simply executes YDS on the transactions on its queue. Note POLARIS may have modified its queue to be $T$ or $T'$ in the latest arrival event prior to current time but after it finalizes its queue, it simply executes YDS on the transactions on its queue (recall Lemma 4.1). Throughout the proof we denote the current time always as $t_0$. Let $CI_1, ..., CI_k$ be POLARIS’s current critical intervals (note that $k$ will change over time) and let $t_i$ be the end of critical interval $CI_i$. Let $w_P(t, t')$ and $w_Y(t, t')$ be the unfinished work that POLARIS and YDS have
We next show that claims (1), (3), and (2) are true, in that order.

Proof of claim (1): First observe that at time 0 and after the final transaction ends (call \( t_{\text{max}} \)), both algorithms have empty queues so all \( wp \) and \( wy \) values are 0 so \( \phi(0) \) and \( \phi(t_{\text{max}}) \) are 0, so claim (1) holds.

Proof of claim (3): This part of the analysis is identical to the analysis presented by Bansal et al [10] for OA.

We need to show that when no transactions arrive in the next \( dt \) time equation 1 holds. Notice that when no transactions arrive in the next \( dt \) time, \( spna(t_i) \) remains fixed for each \( i \) and YDS executes at the constant speed of \( sY(t_i) \). Therefore:

\[
spna(t_i) - \alpha \frac{dt}{ds} \phi(t) \leq 0
\]

Let's first analyze how \( \frac{d\phi(t)}{dt} \) changes in the next \( dt \) time. Notice that POLARIS will be working at one of the transactions in interval \((t_0, t_1)\) at speed \( spna(t_0) \), so \( wp(t_0, t_1) \) will decrease at rate \( spna \) and other \( wp(t_i, t_{i+1}) \) remain unchanged. YDS will be running one transaction \( tYDS \) at speed \( sY(t_i) \). We assume that \( tYDS \) is in interval \((t_k, t_{k+1})\). So \( wp(t_k, t_{k+1}) \) will decrease at rate \( sY(t_i) \) and all other \( wp(t_i, t_{i+1}) \) will remain the same. Therefore \( \frac{d\phi(t)}{dt} \) is decreasing at a rate:

\[
\frac{d\phi(t)}{dt} = \alpha (spna(t_0) - \alpha sY(t_i)) - \alpha \frac{dt}{ds} \phi(t) \leq 0
\]

Substituting this into equation 2 and recalling the observation we made above that \( spna(t_i) \) is a decreasing sequence, gives us:

\[
(1 - \alpha)spna(t_0) - \alpha ^2 sY(t_i) - \alpha ^2 sY(t_i) = 0
\]

Let \( z = \frac{spna(t_0)}{sY(t_i)} \). Note we assumed w.l.o.g. that \( P \) and \( P' \) are contiguous so both POLARIS and YDS will always be working on a transaction, so \( z \geq 0 \). Substituting \( z \) into the above equation gives us:

\[
f(z) = (1 - \alpha)z + \alpha ^2 z^2 - \alpha ^2 \leq 0
\]

By looking at the value \( f(0) \), \( f(\infty) \) and the derivative of \( f \), one can show that \( f(z) \) is indeed less than or equal to 0 for all \( z \geq 0 \). completing the proof. We refer the reader to reference [10] for the full derivation.

Proof of claim (2): We analyze the changes to \( \phi(t) \), \( sp(t) \) and \( sy(t) \) under two possible events:

Completion of a transaction by YDS and POLARIS: This part of the analysis is the same as the proof in reference [10]. Notice that the completion of a transaction by YDS has no effect on the \( spna(t_i) \), \( wp(t_i, t_{i+1}) \), and \( wy(t_i, t_{i+1}) \) for all \( i \), so it does not increase \( \phi(t) \). Similarly the completion of a transaction by POLARIS has no effect on \( spna(t_i) \), \( wp(t_i, t_{i+1}) \), and \( wy(t_i, t_{i+1}) \). It merely shifts in the index in the summation of \( \phi(t) \) by 1. This proves partially that claim (2) holds.

Arrival of a new transaction: Suppose a new transaction \( t_{new} \) arrives to POLARIS and \( t'_{new} \) arrives to YDS’s queue. Recall that \( cw(t_{new}) = w(t'_{new}) \). Suppose \( t_i < d(t_{new}) \leq t_{i+1} \). Here our proof differs from the proof in reference [10] in two ways. First we need to consider two cases depending on whether \( t_{new} \) is the earliest deadline transaction or not. If \( t_{new} \) has the earliest deadline, then POLARIS adds two transactions to its queue and removes one from its queue. This behavior does not occur in OA so does not need to be argued when comparing OA to YDS in reference [10].

Second transactions added to POLARIS’s queue and YDS’s queue are different. The proof in reference [10] needs to consider only arrival of same transactions.

We note that the case when \( t_{new} \) does not have the earliest deadline is similar to the argument in reference [10]. Below we slightly simplify the proof in reference [10].

\( t_{new} \) does not have the earliest deadline: Note that \( t_{new} \) may change POLARIS’S critical intervals but we think of the changes to the critical intervals a sequence of smaller changes. Specifically, we view the arrival of \( t_{new} \) and \( t'_{new} \) initially as arrivals of new transactions \( t_{new} \) and \( t'_{new} \) with deadlines \( d(t_{new}) \) and \( d(t'_{new}) \), respectively.

We then increase \( t_{new} \)’s and \( t'_{new} \)’s workloads in steps by some amount \( x \leq w(t_{new}) \), where the increase of \( t_{new} \)’s workload by \( x \) increases the density of one of POLARIS’S critical interval \( CI_j \) from \( wp(t_{new}, t_{new} + x) \) to \( wp(t_{new}, t_{new} + x) \). Similarly, we increase \( t'_{new} \)’s workload by \( x \) in steps, either one or two possible events occur:

1. Interval \( CI_j \) splits into two critical intervals with the same increased density of \( CI_j \).
2. Interval \( CI_j \) merges with one or more critical intervals with the same increased density of \( CI_j \).

In each step we find the minimum amount of \( x \) that will result in this behavior, and recur on the remaining workload of \( t_{new} \). We argue that in each recursive step the potential function does not increase. Since \( t_{new} \)’s workload becomes equal to \( w(t_{new}) \), we have a final step where we add a workload of \( w(t'_{new}) \) to \( t'_{new} \) and again argue that this does not increase the potential function.

Recurrent step: This analysis is the same as the recursive step from reference [10]. We start by noting that after the increase in the density of \( CI_j \), the splitting or merging of critical intervals have no effect on \( \phi(t) \) because it just increases or decreases the number
of indices in the summation but does not change the value of $\phi(t)$. So we only analyze increasing the density of $CI_j$ by amount of $x$. In this case, $sp_{na}(t_j)$ (or the density of $CI_j$) increases from \( \frac{wp(t_j, t_{j+1})}{t_{j+1} - t_j} \) to \( \frac{wp(t_j, t_{j+1} + x)}{t_{j+1} - t_j} \). Thus the potential function changes as follows:

\[
\alpha(\frac{wp(t_j, t_{j+1} + x)}{(t_{j+1} - t_j)})^{a-1}((wp(t_j, t_{j+1} + x) - \alpha(wp(t_j, t_{j+1} + x))) - \alpha(\frac{wp(t_j, t_{j+1})}{(t_{j+1} - t_j)})^{a-1}(wp(t_j, t_{j+1} - \alpha(wp(t_j, t_{j+1})))
\]

Let $q = wp(t_j, t_{j+1})$, $\delta = x$ and $r = wp(t_j, t_{j+1})$ and rearranging the terms we get:

\[
\alpha((q + \delta)^{a-1}(q - ar - (\alpha - 1)\delta) - q^{a-1}(q - ar))
\]

which is nonpositive by Lemma 3.3 in reference [10] when $q, r, \delta \geq 0$ and $a \geq 1$.

**Final step:** Note that at the end of the recursive step, we added only $w(t_{new})$ workload to $t'_{new}$, so there is still a workload of $w(t'_{new}) - w(t_{new})$ to be added to $t'_{new}$ to replicate the addition of $t'_{new}$. Note however that this can only decrease the potential function because increasing the weight of $t'_{new}$ has no effect on the final $sp_{na}$ and $wp(t_j, t_{j+1})$ values and will only increase the $wp(t_j, t_{j+1})$ value for the final critical interval $CI_j$ (after the recursive steps) that $t_{new}'$ now falls into.

$t_{new}$ has the earliest deadline: In this case POLARIS changes its queue by adding $t_{new}$, $t'_{cur}$, and removing $t_{cur}$. YDS changes its queue by only adding $t_{new}'$. Note that $t_{new}$ and $t'_{cur}$ can be seen as one transaction because they have the same deadline and their total weight is less than $w(t_{new}')$. That is because:

\[
w(t_{new}) + w(t'_{cur}) \leq w(t_{new}) + w_{max} \leq w(t_{new}) + \frac{w_{max}w(t_{new})}{w_{min}} \\
\leq (1 + \frac{w_{max}}{w_{min}})w(t_{new}) = cw(t_{new}) = w(t'_{new})
\]

Therefore by the same analysis we gave above we can argue that the addition of $t_{new}$ and $t'_{cur}$ to POLARIS’s queue and $t'_{new}$’s to YDS’s queue does not increase $\phi(t)$. We need to argue that the removal of $t_{cur}$ from POLARIS’s queue also does not increase $\phi(t)$. The argument is similar to the argument we made when breaking the addition of $t_{new}$ and $t'_{new}$ in recursive steps. We can view the removal of a transaction in recursive steps in which we decrease the workload of $t_{cur}$ by some amount of $x$ that decreases the density of some critical interval $CI_j$ by $x$. Optionally, after this decrease, $CI_j$ can split into two critical intervals with the same decreased density of $CI_j$ or merge with one or more critical intervals with this same density. Note that the merging or splitting has no effect on the value of $\phi(t)$ because it just increases or decreases the number of indices in the summation but does not change the value of $\phi(t)$. These operations only change the indices in the summation of $\phi(t)$. Note also that decreasing the density of $CI_j$ cannot increase $\phi(t)$ because it can only decrease $sp_{na}(t_j)$, decrease $wp(t_j, t_{j+1})$ and does not change the other $wp(t_j, t_{j+1})$’s. Similarly it does not change any of $wp(t_j, t_{j+1})$ because we are not altering YDS’s queue, completing the proof.